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**Background:** Flavonoidal class chemical are a group of polyphenolic compound found to be present in different plants and their derived phytoproducts which have numerous biological properties in the medicine. Phytochemicals has been used in the medicine for the treatment of numerous human health complications due to its applications for the treatment and prevention of serious diseases. Phytochemicals have significant role in the growth, development and physiology aspect of plant.

**Methods:** Literature data has been search and analyzed in the present investigation to know the health beneficial potential of nicotiflorin in the medicine. Various literature databases have been searched to collect all the needed information of nicotiflorin in the medicine and other allied health sectors in the present investigation. Biological effect of nicotiflorin against hepatic complication through literature data analysis of various scientific research works.

**Results:** Literature data analysis revealed the medicinal importance and therapeutic benefit of nicotiflorin in the medicine. Scientific data demonstrated that nicotiflorin has numerous biological activities in the medicine including neuroprotective effects and therapeutic benefit on the adipogenesis. Biological effect of nicotiflorin against hepatic complication through literature data analysis of various scientific research works and revealed hepatoprotective activities.

**Conclusion:** Literature data analysis of various scientific research works revealed the biological effect of nicotiflorin against hepatic complication.
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